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LM practice

In groups: show how an increase in M will shift the LM curve
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IS-LM equilibrium



IS-LM practice

Work through:

1. effect of an increase in G

2. effect of new tech that increases MPK

3. effect of an increase in M

4. effect of an increase in P

5. effect of an increase in T

“Animal spirits”?

How could the US government or the Fed respond to these events?



IS-LM: effect of G



Interest rate and money supply targets

Federal Open Market Committee meets every 6 weeks and sets a
target Federal Funds Rate

Federal Funds Rate: charged between banks for overnight loans

Just a target–not a policy lever

Actual policy uses open market transactions

If LM curve shocks more common than IS curve shocks, targeting
r produces more stability
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The big picture

IS-LM model created by John Hicks in 1937


